
track list:
1. the story (never told)  |  2. Winter  |  3. Breathe  |  4. Into the World
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• Debut EP “Blue Transmissions: vol. 1” released 12/19/15
• Music video released for “Winter” on 12/22/15. View on Youtube: 

https://youtu.be/n_MzpDmiecA
• Currently recording 2nd EP for release in Spring 2016
• Band performs and records all original music

“Blue Transmissions: Vol 1 wraps you into a lovely cocoon of eclectic sound not easily pressed into any genre while bearing 
the mark of this special collaboration of vocals, cello, bass, acoustic guitar, and drums … While, along with Ms. Loren’s voice, 
it is Ms. Dudney’s cello that colors the unique sound they produce, the band melds so well that you would think they’ve been 
together for years. This is evident from how well they play very different types of songs in the jazz/pop of The Story to the 
ethereal ballad of Winter, the jazz/funk of Breathe and the folk/pop of Into the World. Listening to them fuse together the 

musical backdrop of the story given in Into the World is particularly mesmerizing … an EP filled with delights.”  

- JT Frasier, Music Blogger (Joe’s Geek Fest)

about halie and the moon:
The original music of halie and the moon traverses themes of dreamscapes, love, mystery, and celestial images. Each song is 
brought to life by lush vocals wrapped in the warmth of cello and acoustic guitar, lifted by lyrical and powerful rhythms, building 

texture-rich layers and stripping them away to create worlds within worlds of sound.

halie and the moon found its way into the world when internationally-acclaimed vocalist/songwriter/pianist Halie Loren and 
songwriter/guitarist Daniel Gallo found a musical chemistry with each other that propelled them to chase big musical dreams. 
“Daniel’s songs spoke to my soul in such a deep way, in the way that exquisite poetry does, that I knew this music would be my 
medicine – and probably someone else’s as well”, says Loren. They, along with drummer Beau Eastlund and bassist/vocalist Bobby 
Stevens, began their adventure as a band by immediately entering the studio to bring their songs to life. They crossed paths with 
cellist/vocalist Katherine Dudney, the perfect fifth element for The Moon, last fall. The five-some has been working and creating 
tirelessly ever since on their tight and dynamic arrangements of dozens of original songs, four of which are featured on the 

luminous “Blue Transmissions: vol. 1” (released on 12/19/2015), with several follow-up releases already in the works.

blue transmissions: vol. 1

halie and the moon
 halieandthemoon@gmail.com   www.halieandthemoon.com
Shelia Smith, White Moon Productions (P.R. Coordinator)
 541.521.0120  whitemoonprod@comcast.net
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